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Abstract—Diversity preservation plays an important role in
the design of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, but the
diversity performance assessment of these algorithms remains
challenging. To address this issue, this paper proposes a per-
formance metric and a multi-objective test suite for the diver-
sity assessment of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. The
proposed metric assesses both the evenness and spread of a
solution set by projecting it to a lower-dimensional hypercube
and calculating the “volume” of the projected solution set. The
proposed test suite contains eight benchmark problems, which
pose stiff challenges for existing algorithms to obtain a diverse
solution set. Experimental studies demonstrate that the proposed
metric can assess the diversity of a solution set more precisely
than existing ones, and the proposed test suite can be used to
effectively distinguish between algorithms with respect to their
diversity performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last two decades, multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms (MOEAs) have attracted an increasing interest in
the evolutionary computation community [1]. An important
reason for the prevalence of MOEAs is that they can obtain
a set of solutions for a multi-objective optimization problem
(MOP) in a single run, where the quality of a solution set
is usually evaluated from three aspects, namely, convergence,
evenness, and spread. The evenness and spread are also
collectively known as the diversity. Note that in this paper,
we focus on these properties of a solution set in the objective
space rather than in the decision space, in spite of the equal
importance of the latter one [2].
While many MOEAs aim at enhancing the convergence of
a solution set [3], [4], there has been an increasing number of
MOEAs focusing on preserving the diversity of a solution set
in recent years, such as the diversity estimation based MOEAs
[5], [6], the decomposition based MOEAs [7], [8], and the
indicator based MOEAs [9], [10]. Diversity preservation is an
important topic in MOEAs, since a solution set with better
diversity can provide decision makers more information when
Supplementary materials of this paper are available at
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332406734, source codes of
CPF and IMOP1–IMOP8 have been embedded in PlatEMO and are available
at https://github.com/BIMK/PlatEMO.
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Fig. 1. Three solution sets for a bi-objective optimization problem.
choosing their preferred solutions [11]. Moreover, some real-
world applications naturally require a solution set with good
diversity. For example, ensemble learning requires multiple
models with sufficient differences [12].
Due to the importance of diversity in the obtained solution
sets, some metrics have been designed for assessing the
diversity performance of MOEAs, which can be divided into
two categories, i.e., metrics assessing only diversity and met-
rics assessing both convergence and diversity. However, most
of these metrics have limitations. For the metrics assessing
only diversity, some of them (e.g., Spacing [13]) bias the
assessment of evenness, and some others (e.g., CL [14])
bias the assessment of spread, whereas few of them are able to
assess both the evenness and spread of a solution set. Consider
the three solution sets depicted in Fig. 1, where S1 has a
good evenness and a poor spread, S2 has a poor evenness
and a good spread, and S3 has a good evenness and a good
spread. Obviously, the diversity of S3 is significantly better
than S1 and S2. However, for the diversity metrics biasing
the assessment of evenness, they may identify S1 as the one
with the best diversity; similarly, the metrics biasing towards
the assessment of spread may identify S2 as the one with the
best diversity. As for the metrics assessing both convergence
and diversity (e.g., IGD [15]), it is difficult to merely assess
diversity without considering convergence.
To address this issue, this paper proposes a new diversity
metric that can effectively assess both the evenness and spread
of a solution set obtained by MOEAs. To better compare
the diversity performance of different MOEAs, this paper
also proposes a multi-objective test suite containing various
complex Pareto fronts, which poses stiff challenges for existing
MOEAs in terms of diversity preservation. Specifically, the
contributions of this paper consist of the following two aspects:
 A performance metric is proposed for assessing the
diversity of a solution set obtained by MOEAs. The
proposed metric assesses both the evenness and spread
of a solution set by projecting it to the (M   1)-
dimensional unit hypercube (M denotes the number of
objectives), and calculating the “volume” of the projected
solution set as its diversity. Both illustrative examples and
experimental studies indicate that the proposed metric has
better performance in diversity assessment than existing
metrics.
 A multi-objective test suite is proposed for comparing
the diversity performance of existing MOEAs, which
contains eight bi- or three-objective MOPs with simple
landscapes but various irregular Pareto fronts. The pro-
posed test suite poses stiff challenges to existing MOEAs
to obtain a set of solutions with good evenness and
spread, thereby effectively distinguishing between the
diversity performance of different MOEAs. According to
the experimental results of five popular MOEAs on the
proposed test suite, it turns out that the compared MOEAs
exhibit significantly different diversity performance, and
none of them is able to perform consistently well on all
the proposed MOPs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
existing metrics for diversity assessment are revisited and the
proposed metric is detailed. In Section III, the effectiveness of
the proposed metric is verified by comparing it with several
metrics in assessing the diversity of solution sets obtained by
five popular MOEAs. In Section IV, existing multi-objective
test suites are reviewed, followed by a description of the
proposed test suite and the performance verification. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. PROPOSED METRIC FOR DIVERSITY ASSESSMENT
A. Existing Metrics for Diversity Assessment
In general, the performance metrics in multi-objective opti-
mization can be divided into those assessing only convergence
(e.g., GD [16] and CM [17]), those assessing only diversity
(e.g., Spacing [13] and PD [11]), and those assessing both
convergence and diversity (e.g., IGD [15] and HV [18]). A
detailed list of most existing performance metrics can be found
in [19]. In the following, we review the metrics assessing only
diversity, which can be further grouped into three categories.
The first category of metrics assesses the diversity by
calculating the minimum Euclidean distance of each solution
to the others in the solution set, such as Spacing [13] and 
[20]. For example, the Spacing value of a solution set P can
be calculated by
Spacing(P ) =
vuut 1
jP j   1
jP jX
i=1
(d  di)2; (1)
where di denotes the minimum distance of the i-th solution
to the others in P , and d denotes the mean of all di. In short,
Spacing measures the standard deviation of the minimum
distances of each solution to the others. Hence, this metric
assesses the evenness of a solution set without considering its
spread.
The second category assesses the diversity by dividing the
objective space into grids and counting the grids having at
least one solution, such as CL [14], DM [17], and DCI [19].
For example, CL divides the solutions in P into a number
of hypercubes and assesses the diversity of P by
CL(P ) =
jP j
NDC(P )
; (2)
where NDC(P ) is the number of hypercubes having at least
one solution, and  is a parameter denoting the number of
divisions on each objective. Obviously, CL mainly assesses
the spread of a solution set, since it does not consider the
evenness of solutions within the same hypercube. Besides,
according to (2), a solution set containing fewer solutions may
have better (i.e., smaller) CL value.
The third category adopts the measures in other fields,
such as experimental design [21], spatial informatics [22],
and biology [23]. Taking the PD [11] used for measuring
the biodiversity as an example, it calculates the diversity of a
solution set P by
PD(P ) = max
p2P
(PD(P n fpg) + min
q2Pnfpg
kf(p)  f(q)kp);
(3)
where kf(p)   f(q)kp denotes the Lp-norm based distance
between solutions p and q in objective space. It should be
noted that PD is designed for assessing the diversity of points
filling a hypercube, whereas the Pareto optimal solutions for
an MOP usually lie on an (M   1)-dimensional manifold in
an M -dimensional objective space [24], so that the solutions
far away from the Pareto front usually contribute more to the
PD value. As a consequence, PD mainly considers the spread
since the solutions with worse convergence usually have larger
spread.
It is worth noting that the metrics assessing both conver-
gence and diversity can also be used to distinguish between the
diversity of two solution sets if they have similar convergence,
such as IGD [15], p [25], and HV [18]. A set of reference
points uniformly sampled on the Pareto front is required for
the calculation of IGD and p, where IGD calculates the
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Fig. 2. Four solution sets with different distributions. The Pareto front is
assumed to be a unit sphere in the first octant. Note that the diversity of P4
is worse than P1 since the solutions on the border of P4 are more crowded
than those in the middle.
averaged minimum distance between each reference point and
the solution set and p calculates the averaged Hausdorff
distance between the reference point set and the solution set.
Besides, a reference point is required for the HV metric to
calculate the hypervolume of the area covered by a solution
set with respect to it. It is worth noting that the reference
point for the HV calculation is an anti-optimal point, which
is different from the reference points used for the calculation
of IGD or p.
B. Limitations of Existing Metrics in Diversity Assessment
To illustrate the limitations of existing metrics in diversity
assessment, we consider four solution sets shown in Fig. 2
with different distributions, where each set consists of 105
non-dominated solutions. The Pareto front is assumed to be
a unit sphere in the first octant. It is clear that P1 has good
evenness and spread, whereas P2 merely concentrates on two
curves of the Pareto front, and most solutions in P3 do not
converge to the Pareto front. P4 is obtained by projecting the
solutions sampled by Das and Dennis’s method [26] to the
unit sphere. Note that the spread of P4 is similar to P1, but
the evenness of P4 is worse than P1 since the solutions on the
border of P4 are obviously more crowded than those in the
middle.
In this example, Spacing, CL, PD, IGD, p, and HV are
employed to assess the diversity of the four solution sets. As
suggested in the literature [7], [27], the reference points for
calculating IGD and p are 9870 points obtained by the same
method as P4. Besides, the parameter  in CL is set to 10,
the parameter p in PD is set to 0.1, the parameter p in p
is set to 2, and the reference point for calculating HV is set
to (1:1; 1:1; 1:1). Note that smaller values of Spacing, CL,
IGD, and p and larger values of PD and HV indicate better
diversity.
TABLE I
THE SPACING, CL , PD, IGD, p , AND HV VALUES OF THE FOUR
SOLUTION SETS SHOWN IN FIG. 2. THE BEST METRIC VALUE IN EACH
ROW IS HIGHLIGHTED.
Metric P1 P2 P3 P4
Spacing 2.4167e-2 4.4648e-3 5.6212e-2 5.2543e-2
CL 2.6923e+0 8.0769e+0 2.3864e+0 2.6923e+0
PD 1.8698e+5 2.9967e+3 2.0248e+5 6.0207e+4
IGD 5.1811e-2 2.5648e-1 9.1023e-2 5.0300e-2
p 5.1811e-2 2.5648e-1 9.1023e-2 5.0300e-2
HV 7.4797e-1 6.5432e-1 6.4469e-1 7.4938e-1
As shown in Table I, none of the metrics identifies P1 as
the one with the best diversity, despite that P1 has the best
diversity among the four solution sets. To be specific, Spacing
merely calculates the standard deviation of the minimum
distances between each solution and the others. Since the
solutions in P2 have smaller distances to each other than those
in the other solution sets, P2 has the best Spacing value. CL
and PD consider spread much more important than evenness,
so P3 obtains the best CL and PD values. Since the reference
points for the IGD calculation and the solutions in P4 have
the same distribution, P4 has a better IGD value than the
other solution sets. In fact, P1 and P4 have similar spread, but
according to the Spacing values of P1 and P4, i.e., the standard
deviations of the minimum distances between solutions, the
evenness of P1 is much better than P4. Due to the relatively
good convergence of the four solution sets, the metric p with
p = 2 is equivalent to IGD [25], so that P4 has the best p
value as well. Lastly, P4 also has a better HV value than P1,
since the HV contributions of the solutions on the borders of
concave surfaces (e.g., a sphere) become larger than those on
the borders of convex surfaces, which leads the HV metric to
present that bias.
To summarize, none of the six metrics makes P1 obtain the
best diversity due to various limitations. Specifically, Spacing
makes P2 have the best diversity since it merely assesses the
evenness of each solution set. CL and PD make P3 achieve
the best diversity as they mainly emphasize on the spread. IGD
and p enable P4 to have the best evaluation result due to the
same distribution of the reference points to P4. And P4 also
has the largest HV value since it contains a large proportion
of solutions nearby the border of a concave surface, which are
biased by the metric. In order to overcome the limitations of
these existing metrics, a diversity metric that can assess both
the evenness and spread of a given solution set is proposed in
the following.
C. The Proposed Diversity Metric
The main idea of the proposed metric is to project a solution
set in an M -dimensional objective space to an (M   1)-
dimensional space, and then assess the diversity of the pro-
jected solution set. Such a projection has two advantages: First,
since a solution set usually lies on an (M   1)-dimensional
manifold in an M -dimensional objective space, there does not
exist any solution in most area of the objective space. By
contrast, the projected solution set fills an (M 1)-dimensional
hypercube in an (M 1)-dimensional space, hence it is easier
to assess the diversity in such a sufficiently sampled space.
Second, the projection eliminates the influence of convergence
performance. As shown in Table I, CL and PD make P3 have
the best diversity since the convergence of P3 is significantly
worse than the other solution sets, which means that the
diversity assessment has been influenced by the convergence
of the solution sets.
The proposed metric, termed coverage over the Pareto front
(CPF), defines the diversity of a solution set as its coverage
over the Pareto front in an (M   1)-dimensional hypercube.
To begin with, the CPF projects all the solutions to the Pareto
front to eliminate the effect of convergence performance. Since
it is difficult to calculate the foot point of each solution on a
complex Pareto front, a large number of reference points are
sampled on the Pareto front, and each solution is replaced by
its closest reference point. Thus, a new point set P 0 can be
constructed by
P 0 = fargminr2Rkr  f(x)k j x 2 Pg; (4)
where R denotes the set of reference points sampled on the
Pareto front, P denotes the set of solutions to be assessed,
and kr  f(x)k denotes the Euclidean distance between point
r and solution x in objective space. Obviously, P 0 is a subset
of R. Then each point p in P 0 and R is normalized according
to the minimum and maximum objective values in R, i.e.,
pi =
pi  minr2R ri
maxr2R ri  minr2R ri ; for i = 1; : : : ;M; (5)
where pi denotes the i-th objective value of p and M is the
number of objectives. Afterwards, all the points in P 0 and R
are projected to a unit simplex by the following three steps,
i.e., projection, translation, and normalization:
1) For each point p in P 0 and R, pi = pi+ 1M  1M
PM
j=1 pj ,
i = 1; : : : ;M ;
2) For each point p in P 0 and R, pi = pi   minr2R ri,
i = 1; : : : ;M ;
3) For each point p in P 0 and R, pi = pi=
PM
j=1 pj , i =
1; : : : ;M .
In this way, all the points in P 0 and R are located on the
unit simplex f1 + : : : + fM = 1 and within [0; 1]M . Taking
the solution sets shown in Fig. 2 as an example, the solution
sets after being projected to the unit simplex are presented in
Fig. 3, where the reference point set R is the same to that
used in the IGD calculation in Table I.
It is worth noting that some MOEAs also assess the diversity
by projecting the solutions to a simplex [28], [29], but these
methods are different from that in the proposed CPF. Specifi-
cally, the proposed CPF projects each point p to its foot drawn
to the simplex, whereas those MOEAs project each point p
to the intersection of  !op and the simplex. In this way, the
projection method in CPF fixes the parallel distances between
points, whereas the projection method in existing MOEAs
fixes the angles between points. As shown in Fig. 4, the points
projected by CPF have a similar distribution to the original
points; by contrast, the distribution of the points is highly
distorted after being projected by existing MOEAs, where the
points in the middle of the simplex become more crowded than
those on the border. As illustration, Table II lists the Spacing
values of the four solution sets shown in Fig. 2 as well as
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Fig. 3. The four solution sets given in Fig. 2 after being projected to a unit
simplex.
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Fig. 4. The projection methods in CPF and some existing MOEAs.
those projected by the methods in CPF and existing MOEAs.
It can be seen that P2 has the best evenness (i.e., smallest
Spacing value), which is followed by P1, P4 and P3. After
being projected by CPF, the rank of the four solution sets in
terms of Spacing is not changed. But if the solution sets are
projected by existing MOEAs, P4 and P1 will have the best
and the worst evenness, respectively. Therefore, the projection
method in CPF can effectively reduce this distortion.
After projecting the points in P 0 and R to the (M   1)-
dimensional unit simplex in an M -dimensional objective
space, they are further projected to an (M   1)-dimensional
unit hypercube in an (M   1)-dimensional space, which is
achieved by the mixture uniform design [21]. To be specific,
for each projected point p0 = (p01; : : : ; p
0
M 1), the point
p = (p1; : : : ; pM ) can be calculated by(
pi = [1  (p0i)
1
M i ]
Qi 1
j=1(p
0
j)
1
M j ; 1  i < M
pi =
Qi 1
j=1(p
0
j)
1
M j ; i = M
: (6)
Therefore, we can obtain the point p0 in an (M   1)-
dimensional space by solving the above equations according
to each point p 2 P 0[R that is in anM -dimensional objective
space.
TABLE II
THE SPACING VALUES OF THE FOUR SOLUTION SETS SHOWN IN FIG. 2
AND THOSE PROJECTED BY THE METHODS IN CPF AND EXISTING
MOEAS.
Projection
P1 P2 P3 P4
Ascending
method order
Original 2.42e-2 4.46e-3 5.62e-2 5.25e-2 P2; P1; P4; P3
CPF 1.46e-2 2.56e-3 3.25e-2 2.65e-2 P2; P1; P4; P3
Existing 3.48e-2 8.37e-3 3.45e-2 7.71e-7 P4; P2; P3; P1MOEAs
After the projection of the points in P 0 and R, the diversity
of the projected point set P 0 is assessed as the diversity of the
original solution set P . In the proposed CPF, the diversity is
defined as the coverage of P 0 over the reference point set R,
i.e., the ratio of the “volume” of P 0 to the “volume” of R. To
this end, the monopolized hypercube is defined on each point
in P 0 and R, which measures the “volume” of a point set
by considering both evenness and spread. The monopolized
hypercube of each point p in P 0 is defined as a hypercube
centered at p, where the side length lp of the monopolized
hypercube is obtained by
lp = min
q2P 0nfpg
max
i=1;:::;M 1
jpi   qij: (7)
Consequently, each monopolized hypercube never intersects
the others, and it can have a side length as large as possible.
Fig. 5 plots the monopolized hypercubes of the points in four
sets, where three properties of the monopolized hypercube can
be observed from the figure:
 As shown in Fig. 5 (a), the monopolized hypercubes of all
the points do not intersect each other, and the “volume”
of the point set P 0 is defined as the summation of the
volumes of all the monopolized hypercubes, i.e.,
V ol(P 0) =
X
p2P 0
lM 1p : (8)
In particular, a point set with perfect diversity has the
maximum “volume” of 1.
 As shown in Fig. 5 (b) and (c), the point set with either
poor evenness or poor spread has a small “volume”, hence
it considers both the evenness and spread of the point set.
 As shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (d), the “volume” is indepen-
dent of the number of points, so the diversity of two point
sets with different sizes is comparable. This property is
very important to CPF since it calculates the ratio of the
“volume” of the projected point set P 0 to the “volume”
of the reference point set R, where R is usually much
larger than P 0.
Note that the outliers in P 0 may have extremely large
monopolized hypercubes, hence the side length lp of each
point p in P 0 is further restricted by
lp = minflp; (V ol(R)jP 0j )
1
M 1 g: (9)
In this way, the “volume” of P 0 will be always smaller than
or equal to the “volume” of R. Besides, the monopolized
hypercubes of extreme points in P 0 and R should be further
shrunk to make them always located inside the unit hypercube,
(a) Point set Q1 (b) Point set Q2
(c) Point set Q3 (d) Point set Q4
Fig. 5. The monopolized hypercubes (shown in gray regions) of the points
in four sets, where the “volume” (i.e., diversity) of each point set is defined
as the summation of the volumes of all the monopolized hypercubes.
(a) Solution set P1 (b) Solution set P2
(c) Solution set P3 (d) Solution set P4
Fig. 6. The monopolized hypercubes of the solutions given in Fig. 2, where
the “volume” (i.e., diversity) of each solution set is defined as the summation
of the volumes of all the monopolized hypercubes.
i.e.,
lpi = min(1; pi + lp=2) max(0; pi   lp=2); (10)
where lpi denotes the size length of p in the i-th dimension. In
this case, the monopolized hypercube of a point is no longer
centered at the point.
Considering the four solution sets given in Fig. 2, the
monopolized hypercubes of the solutions in these sets are
shown in Fig. 6, where the “volumes” of P1, P2, P3 and P4 are
3.9703e-1, 4.9094e-2, 2.0352e-1 and 3.8653e-1, respectively.
Besides, the reference point set has a “volume” of 5.4996e-
1. Therefore, the CPF values of the four solution sets, i.e.,
the ratios of the “volumes” of the four solution sets to the
Algorithm 1: Procedure of the proposed CPF
Input: P (solution set), R (reference point set)
Output: CPF (CPF value of P )
1 P 0  Replace each solution in P by its closest reference
point in R;
2 Normalize the points in P 0 and R by (5);
3 Project the points in P 0 and R to a unit simplex;
4 Project the points in P 0 and R to a unit hypercube;
5 Calculate the side length of each monopolized hypercube
in R by (7);
6 Shrink the size length of each monopolized hypercube in
R by (10);
7 V ol(R) Calculate the “volume” of R by (8);
8 Calculate the side length of each monopolized hypercube
in P 0 by (7);
9 Restrict the side length of each monopolized hypercube
in P 0 by (9);
10 Shrink the size length of each monopolized hypercube in
P 0 by (10);
11 V ol(P 0) Calculate the “volume” of P 0 by (8);
12 CPF  V ol(P 0)=V ol(R);
“volume” of the reference point set, are 7.2193e-1, 8.9269e-2,
3.7006e-1 and 7.0283e-1, respectively, where the CPF value
of P1 is better than the others and thus correctly reflects the
diversity of the four solution sets. It is worth noting that
the CPF value of any solution set is within [0; 1] and not
monotonic with the number of solutions, which means that
a solution set to which some solution have been added may
have smaller CPF value than the same solution set without the
additional solutions. Therefore, if the density of the solution
set is considered as an important property, an additional metric
should be adopted to take it into account.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure of the proposed
CPF. As can be seen, the time complexity of CPF is mainly
determined by the calculation of the “volume” of R, since
there are a much larger number of points in R than in P .
According to (7), the time complexity of CPF is O(MN2),
whereM andN denote the number of objectives and reference
points in R, respectively.
D. Similarity and Difference Between CPF and Other Metrics
1) CPF vs. Spacing: Spacing calculates the distances be-
tween solutions, which can only assess the evenness of a
solution set. By contrast, the proposed CPF calculates the
“volume” of a solution set, which can assess both evenness
and spread.
2) CPF vs. CL: Both CL and CPF are based on a
number of hypercubes. However, the CL counts the number
of hypercubes having at least one solution, which mainly
assesses the spread of a solution set. Moreover, according to
the definition of CL, a solution set with fewer solutions
may have a better metric value. By contrast, due to the
third property of monopolized hypercube, the diversity of two
solution sets with different sizes is comparable when using
CPF.
(a) PD = 2.6667e+0 (b) PD = 2.4236e+2
Fig. 7. Two solution sets with different distributions. The “volume” of the
left set is larger than the “volume” of the right set, but the PD value of the
left set is much worse than the PD value of the right set.
3) CPF vs. PD: Both PD and the monopolized hypercube
in CPF are designed for assessing the diversity of a point set
filling in a unit hypercube. As mentioned before, the diversity
assessment in PD may be influenced by the convergence of
a solution set, whereas CPF can eliminate such an influence
by projecting the solution set to a lower-dimensional space.
In addition, as illustrated by the example shown in Fig. 7,
even for two solution sets with similar convergence, PD may
misjudge their diversity due to the outlier in the solution set. In
contrast to PD, the monopolized hypercube is not influenced
by the outlier due to the restriction of the size length.
4) CPF vs. IGD & p: IGD, p, and CPF require a set
of reference points sampled on the Pareto front to work. As
mentioned before, the diversity assessment in IGD and p is
sensitive to the distribution of the reference point set, since
they determine the closest solution of each reference point.
By contrast, since the proposed CPF is similar to GD [16]
that projects solutions to the Pareto front by finding the foot
point of each solution, more reference points can lead to a
more accurate projection, where the reference points do not
need to have an even distribution.
5) CPF vs. HV: As mentioned before, since the HV
contributions of the solutions on the borders of concave
surfaces become larger than those on the centers, a solution
set with more/fewer crowded solutions on the borders of
concave/convex surfaces may obtain a larger HV value than a
solution set with even distribution. By contrast, the proposed
CPF projects the solution set to a unit simplex in advance,
such that it is not influenced by the curvature of the solution
set.
Since Spacing, CL, PD, and HV do not require a set of
reference points sampled on the Pareto front, they are able to
assess the diversity of solutions for real-world MOPs whose
Pareto fronts are unknown. By contrast, IGD and p cannot
work without a set of reference points. It is worth noting that
the proposed CPF can also assess the diversity of solutions
without any reference point. In this case, CPF first projects the
solutions to an (M   1)-dimensional unit simplex, such that
the effect of convergence can be eliminated. Then it projects
the solutions to an (M   1)-dimensional unit hypercube and
calculates the “volume” of the projected solutions as the metric
value. As a consequence, the proposed CPF can also be applied
to real-world MOPs by performing Steps 3, 4, 8, 10, and 11
in Algorithm 1.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE PROPOSED METRIC
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed CPF
in diversity assessment, five selected MOEAs are investigated
on the DTLZ test suite [30], and the experimental results are
analyzed by several diversity metrics including the proposed
CPF. We also consider a real-world problem CWDV (i.e.,
crash-worthiness design of vehicles for complete trade-off
front) [31] to verify the effectiveness of CPF without any
reference point, and a many-objective optimization problem
ML-DMP (i.e., multi-line distance minimization problem) [32]
to verify the effectiveness of CPF in high-dimensional space.
All the experiments are implemented on PlatEMO [33].
A. MOEAs under Comparison
Five promising MOEAs are involved in the experiments,
namely, SPEA2 [34], IBEA [35], NSGA-III [7], BCE-IBEA
[36], and SMS-EMOA [37], most of which have been demon-
strated to exhibit a good diversity performance on benchmark
MOPs. A brief introduction to the five MOEAs is given in the
following.
1) SPEA2 uses the truncation method as the main strategy
in environmental selection, which can obtain a popu-
lation with good diversity. Although SPEA2 has been
published for more than ten years, it is one of the most
effective MOEAs in diversity preservation so far.
2) IBEA is one of the representative indicator based
MOEAs. It defines the optimization goal in terms of a
binary indicator and then directly uses this indicator in
environmental selection. Since the indicator considers
both convergence and diversity, IBEA is expected to
obtain a population with good convergence and diversity.
3) NSGA-III first sorts the solutions by non-dominated
sorting [38], then selects one solution for each reference
point. By adopting the advantages of both Pareto dom-
inance based MOEA and decomposition based MOEA,
NSGA-III shows competitive performance on many
MOPs.
4) BCE-IBEA embeds the Pareto criterion in IBEA by an
external archive storing well-distributed non-dominated
solutions obtained during the evolution process. It was
evidenced that the population obtained by BCE-IBEA
has much better diversity than that obtained by IBEA.
5) SMS-EMOA is an MOEA based on HV. It is a steady-
state algorithm that generates one new solution at each
generation, then the solution with the least contribution
to the HV of the population is replaced with the newly
generated one. By doing so, it is expected to obtain a
population with a good HV value.
The optimal parameter settings of the compared MOEAs
are adopted. Specifically, the fitness scaling factor in IBEA
and BCE-IBEA is set to 0.0001 for DTLZ1 and DTLZ3,
and 0.005 for the remaining MOPs. The population size N
of all the compared MOEAs is set to 100, 105, and 156 for
the MOPs with two, three, and eight objectives, respectively.
The maximum number of generations is set to 300, which
is enough for the MOEAs to converge. As for the genetic
operators, all the compared MOEAs adopt simulated binary
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Fig. 8. Convergence profiles of GD values obtained by SPEA2, IBEA, NSGA-
III, BCE-IBEA, and SMS-EMOA on 3-objective DTLZ1 and DTLZ2
crossover (SBX) [39] and polynomial mutation [40], where the
probabilities of crossover and mutation are set to 1 and 1=D
(D denotes the number of decision variables), respectively, and
the distribution index of both SBX and polynomial mutation
is set to 20.
B. Results and Analysis
Fig. 8 shows the convergence profiles of GD values obtained
by SPEA2, IBEA, NSGA-III, BCE-IBEA, and SMS-EMOA
on DTLZ1 and DTLZ2, averaged over 30 runs. It can be seen
that all the MOEAs exhibit a good convergence performance,
hence the difference between their performance mainly lies
in diversity. The non-dominated solution sets obtained in
one run of the five MOEAs on 3-objective DTLZ1–DTLZ7,
CWDV, and 8-objective ML-DMP are plotted in Fig. 1 in the
Supplementary Materials. It can be found from the figure that
SPEA2, NSGA-III, and BCE-IBEA exhibit a good diversity
performance on DTLZ1–DTLZ4, SPEA2, IBEA, and BCE-
IBEA can obtain a population with good diversity on DTLZ5–
DTLZ7 and CWDV, and the diversity performance of IBEA
is significantly better than the others on ML-DMP.
To quantitatively compare the diversity performance of the
compared MOEAs, the obtained non-dominated solution sets
in objective space are assessed by seven performance metrics,
namely, Spacing, CL, PD, IGD, p, HV, and the proposed
CPF. The parameters in these metrics are set to the same as
introduced in Section II-B. Besides, for IGD, p, and CPF,
roughly 10,000 reference points on the Pareto front of each
MOP are sampled using the methods in [41]; for HV, the
reference point is set to (1:1; : : : ; 1:1) and the objective values
are normalized by the nadir point of the Pareto front. Besides,
the Wilcoxon rank sum test with a significance level of 0.05
is also adopted to analyze the result, where ’+’, ’ ’ and
’’ indicate that the result is significantly better, significantly
worse, and statistically similar to that obtained by the result
in the last column (i.e., SMS-EMOA), respectively.
The metric values of Spacing, CLmu, PD, IGD,p, and HV
are listed in Table I in the Supplementary Materials. Note that
the p values are totally the same to the IGD values since all
the compared MOEAs have good convergence performance,
where p is equivalent to IGD in this case. It can be seen
from the table that each metric indicates a totally different
observation. In fact, according to the results plotted in Fig. 1 in
the Supplementary Materials, all the metrics shown in Table I
in the Supplementary Materials are counter-intuitive to some
extent. To be specific, SPEA2 obtains the best Spacing value
on DTLZ7 and CWDV, but the solution set obtained by SPEA2
TABLE III
CPF VALUES OBTAINED BY SPEA2, IBEA, NSGA-III, BCE-IBEA, AND SMS-EMOA ON 3-OBJECTIVE DTLZ1–DTLZ7, CWDV, AND 8-OBJECTIVE
ML-DMP, AVERAGED OVER 30 RUNS. THE BEST RESULT IN EACH ROW IS HIGHLIGHTED.
Problem SPEA2 IBEA NSGA-III BCE-IBEA SMS-EMOA
DTLZ1 6.5305e-1 (2.25e-2) + 5.6315e-1 (3.35e-2) + 6.9161e-1 (2.15e-2) + 6.4244e-1 (2.42e-2) + 2.2337e-1 (5.48e-2)
DTLZ2 7.0532e-1 (2.60e-2) + 4.0179e-1 (3.18e-2) + 6.9970e-1 (4.21e-3) + 6.8451e-1 (2.76e-2) + 3.1461e-1 (3.70e-2)
DTLZ3 7.3148e-1 (2.33e-2) + 3.7824e-1 (3.30e-2) + 6.7190e-1 (3.82e-2) + 5.8869e-1 (5.70e-2) + 2.0930e-1 (4.17e-2)
DTLZ4 7.1266e-1 (3.30e-2) + 3.9213e-1 (9.10e-2) + 7.0133e-1 (4.57e-3) + 6.6854e-1 (2.40e-2) + 2.5240e-1 (1.23e-1)
DTLZ5 9.4123e-1 (7.27e-3) + 9.0703e-1 (2.72e-2) + 5.3304e-1 (4.41e-2)   9.1546e-1 (7.51e-3) + 6.9035e-1 (5.78e-2)
DTLZ6 9.2594e-1 (1.02e-2) + 5.8801e-1 (3.75e-2)  2.8130e-1 (3.68e-2)   9.1076e-1 (4.99e-3) + 5.5227e-1 (7.75e-2)
DTLZ7 6.9931e-1 (3.09e-2) + 5.4629e-1 (6.69e-2) + 3.6519e-1 (3.69e-2)  7.9022e-1 (1.31e-1) + 3.5745e-1 (4.53e-2)
CWDV 8.0441e-2 (1.27e-2) + 1.1424e-1 (1.34e-2) + 4.1616e-2 (1.22e-2)   1.6833e-1 (1.05e-2) + 5.8490e-2 (1.30e-2)
ML-DMP 8.4886e-1 (9.68e-2) + 8.6421e-1 (7.62e-3) + 6.1208e-1 (5.09e-2)   6.9916e-1 (1.15e-1)  7.0131e-1 (6.58e-2)
is less uniform than that obtained by BCE-IBEA. NSGA-III
and SMS-EMOA obtain the best CL values on DTLZ5 and
DTLZ6, respectively, as they obtained fewer solutions than the
other MOEAs on DTLZ5 and DTLZ6. However, it is obvious
that the solution sets obtained by SPEA2 and BCE-IBEA have
better diversity. Similarly, IBEA obtains the best PD value on
DTLZ5 and DTLZ6, which is due to the outliers (i.e., extreme
solutions) in the solution sets. NSGA-III obtains the best IGD
and p values on DTLZ2 and DTLZ4, since the reference
points have the same distribution as the solution set obtained
by NSGA-III. In fact, the solution sets obtained by SPEA2
and BCE-IBEA have better evenness than those obtained by
NSGA-III on DTLZ2 and DTLZ4. NSGA-III also obtains the
best HV values on DTLZ2 and DTLZ4, which is attributed to
the fact that most solutions obtained by it are on the border,
which are biased by the HV metric. To summarize, none of the
above metrics can accurately reflect the diversity performance
of the compared MOEAs on DTLZ1–DTLZ7, CWDV, and
ML-DMP.
By contrast, according to Table III, it can be found that the
CPF values are consistent with the observations obtained from
Fig. 1 in the Supplementary Materials. Specifically, NSGA-III
has the best diversity performance on DTLZ1, SPEA2 has the
best diversity performance on DTLZ2–DTLZ4, SPEA2 and
BCE-IBEA have similar diversity performance on DTLZ5–
DTLZ6, BCE-IBEA has the best diversity performance on
DTLZ7 and CWDV, and IBEA has the best diversity perfor-
mance on ML-DMP. Moreover, the box plots of the above
seven metric values are shown in Fig. 2 in the Supplementary
Materials. It can be seen that the variance of the CPF values is
low, and each MOEA has significantly different CPF values.
By contrast, the variance of other metric values are relatively
high on some test instances, and all the MOEAs have very
similar metric values on some other test instances. Therefore,
the effectiveness of the proposed CPF in diversity assessment
is confirmed.
On the other hand, it can be observed from Fig. 1 in
the Supplementary Materials that the difference between the
diversity performance of SPEA2 and BCE-IBEA is negligible
on most MOPs. This is mainly due to the fact that most of the
test MOPs have simplex-like Pareto fronts, making it easy for
MOEAs to obtain a diverse solution set once they converge
to the Pareto front. In order to better compare the diversity
performance of different MOEAs, a multi-objective test suite
containing various complex Pareto fronts is proposed in the
next section.
IV. PROPOSED MULTI-OBJECTIVE TEST SUITE
A. Existing Multi-Objective Test Suites
ZDT is one of the first multi-objective test suites [42],
which contains six bi-objective MOPs. The Pareto fronts of
ZDT3 and ZDT5 are discontinuous and discrete, respectively,
and the Pareto fronts of all the others are continuous curves.
In general, many existing MOEAs (e.g., NSGA-II [20] and
MOEA/D [43]) are capable of obtaining a set of solutions
with good diversity on the Pareto fronts of ZDT problems.
DTLZ and WFG are the two most widely used test suites
[30], [44], which are scalable with respect to both decision
variables and objectives. DTLZ contains seven unconstrained
MOPs and two constrained MOPs, and WFG contains nine
unconstrained MOPs. The Pareto fronts of DTLZ5, DTLZ6,
DTLZ8, DTLZ9, and WFG3 are mostly degenerate, the Pareto
fronts of DTLZ7 and WFG2 are discontinuous, and the Pareto
fronts of all the others are simplex-like surfaces. In addition,
several variants of DTLZ problems have been proposed for
improving the difficulty in diversity preservation [7], [45].
Nevertheless, some state-of-the-art MOEAs (e.g., BCE-IBEA
[36] and AR-MOEA [9]) show satisfactory diversity perfor-
mance on most DTLZ and WFG problems.
Recently, the MaF test suite was proposed for the CEC
2017/2018 competition on evolutionary many-objective opti-
mization [46]. MaF contains 15 scalable MOPs with various
Pareto fronts, and introduces difficulty for MOEAs to obtain a
set of diverse solutions in high-dimensional space. However,
such difficulty is highly alleviated when the number of objec-
tives is just two or three.
Apart from the above multi-objective test suites, there
also exist a number of test suites in the literature [3], [47],
[48]. However, these test suites mainly focus on testing the
convergence performance of MOEAs, and most benchmark
MOPs in these test suites have simplex-like Pareto fronts.
Therefore, in order to better compare the diversity performance
of different MOEAs, a multi-objective test suite containing
various complex Pareto fronts is proposed in the following.
B. The Proposed Test Suite
In order to make an MOP focus on testing the diversity
performance of MOEAs, the following two principles are
followed:
TABLE IV
DEFINITION OF THE PROPOSED MULTI-OBJECTIVE TEST SUITE, WHERE
K AND L ARE PARAMETERS CONTROLLING THE LENGTH OF DECISION
VARIABLES, AND a1 , a2 , AND a3 ARE PARAMETERS CONTROLLING THE
DIFFICULTY IN DIVERSITY PRESERVATION.
Problem Definition
Common
x = (x1; : : : ; xK ; xK+1; : : : ; xK+L) 2 [0; 1]K+L
y1 = (
1
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PK
i=1 xi)
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]
 The Pareto front should be complex enough, which can
pose stiff challenges for MOEAs in diversity preservation.
Meanwhile, it should be possible to sample a set of
uniformly distributed reference points on the Pareto front
for performance assessment.
 It should be easy to obtain solutions on the Pareto front,
which enables MOEAs to quickly obtain a set of well-
converged solutions and thus spend most computational
resources in diversifying these solutions for better diver-
sity.
Following the above two principles, we design a multi-
objective test suite consisting of three bi-objective MOPs
and five three-objective MOPs with irregular Pareto fronts,
namely, IMOP1–IMOP8. The definitions of the eight MOPs
are given in Table IV, where x denotes a solution and
f1(x); f2(x); : : : denote its objective values. In general, a
solution x = (x1; : : : ; xK+L) consists of two parts, where
x1; : : : ; xK determine the position of the solution on the Pareto
front and xK+1; : : : ; xK+L determine the distance from the
solution to the Pareto front. A solution is on the Pareto front
only if it satisfies g = 0, i.e., xK+1; : : : ; xK+L = 0:5; hence
the Pareto optimal set satisfies 
  [0; 1]K  f0:5gL. As a
result, it is fairly easy to obtain well-converged solutions for
the eight proposed MOPs. More importantly, since there is
no linkage between the decision variables, it is possible to
diversify well-converged solutions to any part of the Pareto
fronts.
Nevertheless, obtaining a set of solutions with a good
evenness and spread for these MOPs is still difficult. On
one hand, the decision variables determining the positions of
solutions on the Pareto fronts are biased by parameters a1,
a2 and a3, which has been recognized as a major factor that
makes the solutions difficult to maintain a proper diversity
[49]. Note that the values of a1, a2 and a3 should be larger
than zero, and an extremely small or large value indicates a
great difficulty in diversity preservation. On the other hand,
the Pareto fronts of all the eight proposed MOPs are highly
irregular, which is also a challenge to most existing MOEAs
[50].
As shown in Fig. 9, the Pareto fronts of IMOP1 and IMOP2
are one-dimensional convex and concave curves with sharp
tails, respectively, where the extreme solutions are difficult
to be preserved by MOEAs. The Pareto front of IMOP3 is
a one-dimensional discontinuous curve, where MOEAs are
likely to miss some parts of the Pareto front. Similarly, the
Pareto fronts of IMOP4–IMOP8 are all irregular surfaces in
three-dimensional space. To be specific, the Pareto front of
IMOP4 is a wavy line, the Pareto front of IMOP5 consists
of eight circles, the Pareto front of IMOP6 is separated into
several grids, and the Pareto front of IMOP7 is a part of a unit
sphere in the first octant. It is worth noting that the Pareto
front of IMOP8 contains 100 discontinuous subregions and
each subregion contains infinite points, although it looks like
a continuous plane. As a consequence, the Pareto front shapes
of IMOP1–IMOP8 are considerably different from those in
existing test suites, and some of them can represent real-
world scenarios. For example, according to the non-dominated
solutions obtained on real-world MOPs, some Pareto fronts
of real-world MOPs are curves with sharp tails like IMOP1
[51], some Pareto fronts contain several disconnected parts like
IMOP5 [31], and some Pareto fronts are degenerated surfaces
in three-dimensional space like IMOP4 [52].
It is worth noting that a set of uniformly distributed ref-
erence points sampled on the Pareto front are needed for the
calculation of many performance metrics (e.g., IGD and p).
Generally, it is not an easy task to sample uniformly distributed
reference points on irregular Pareto fronts, and so far no much
research has been done to address this issue [41], [53]–[55].
In order to better use the proposed test suite in assessing the
performance of MOEAs, the mathematical formulations of the
Pareto fronts as well as the methods for sampling a set of
uniformly distributed reference points on the Pareto fronts are
given in Supplementary Materials II.
C. Experimental Results on the Proposed Test Suite
This subsection verifies the effectiveness of the proposed
test suite in distinguishing between the diversity performance
of MOEAs. To this end, the five MOEAs compared in Sec-
tion III are tested on the proposed test suite with the same
parameter settings. Besides, the parameters K, L, a1, a2 and
a3 in IMOP1–IMOP8 are set to 5, 5, 0.05, 0.05 and 10,
respectively.
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Fig. 9. The Pareto fronts of the proposed multi-objective test suite.
TABLE V
CPF VALUES OBTAINED BY SPEA2, IBEA, NSGA-III, BCE-IBEA, AND SMS-EMOA ON IMOP1–IMOP8, AVERAGED OVER 30 RUNS. THE BEST
RESULT IN EACH ROW IS HIGHLIGHTED.
Problem SPEA2 IBEA NSGA-III BCE-IBEA SMS-EMOA
IMOP1 8.3863e-1 (1.62e-2) + 2.5286e-1 (1.95e-2)   2.7417e-1 (2.33e-2)   7.2631e-1 (4.92e-2) + 5.5286e-1 (7.05e-3)
IMOP2 5.6706e-1 (1.39e-1) + 2.3659e-1 (9.93e-2) + 2.1624e-1 (8.26e-2)  2.3160e-1 (6.43e-2) + 1.7326e-1 (5.62e-2)
IMOP3 5.3281e-1 (8.27e-2) + 3.9632e-1 (1.21e-1) + 1.6827e-1 (4.74e-2)   5.9031e-1 (6.15e-2) + 3.1527e-1 (8.46e-2)
IMOP4 9.2925e-1 (1.58e-1) + 8.4805e-1 (8.78e-2) + 4.1299e-1 (5.17e-2) + 9.3858e-1 (1.24e-1) + 2.3181e-1 (3.33e-2)
IMOP5 8.7751e-1 (1.94e-2) + 7.3104e-1 (3.75e-2) + 3.4081e-1 (3.92e-2)   8.5648e-1 (2.90e-2) + 3.7208e-1 (2.80e-2)
IMOP6 8.9772e-1 (2.00e-1) + 7.3277e-1 (3.00e-1) + 3.7190e-1 (1.31e-1)  9.1744e-1 (3.97e-2) + 3.7061e-1 (1.46e-1)
IMOP7 1.3776e-1 (2.66e-1)  5.5467e-2 (1.69e-1)  1.6552e-2 (5.17e-2)  7.8012e-2 (1.78e-1) + 8.5742e-4 (1.11e-3)
IMOP8 6.3370e-1 (3.17e-1) + 9.4194e-1 (2.07e-2) + 4.2660e-1 (5.69e-2)   9.3241e-1 (2.34e-2) + 4.7037e-1 (1.99e-1)
The non-dominated solution sets obtained by SPEA2, IBEA,
NSGA-III, BCE-IBEA, and SMS-EMOA on IMOP1–IMOP8
are presented in Fig. 3 in the Supplementary Materials. From
the figure, it can be observed that the five compared MOEAs
exhibit significantly different diversity performances on the
eight MOPs. To be specific, for IMOP1–IMOP4 whose Pareto
fronts are irregular curves in bi- or three-dimensional space,
SPEA2 shows the best diversity performance on IMOP1 and
IMOP2, while the solution set obtained by BCE-IBEA has
the best diversity on IMOP3 and IMOP4. For IMOP5 whose
Pareto front contains eight circles, all the compared MOEAs
are able to find a set of solutions covering the whole Pareto
front, but the solutions obtained by NSGA-III and SMS-
EMOA are of poor distribution. For IMOP6 whose Pareto front
consists of several grids, SPEA2, IBEA, and BCE-IBEA show
better diversity performance than the other MOEAs. IMOP7
is quite challenging to the compared MOEAs, such that none
of solution sets obtained by all the MOEAs can cover the
whole Pareto front. As for IMOP8, the diversity performance
of IBEA and BCE-IBEA is significantly better than that of the
other MOEAs.
Table V lists the CPF values of the obtained solution sets,
and the box plots of the CPF values are depicted in Fig. 4 in
the Supplementary Materials. The reference point set used in
the CPF calculation contains roughly 10,000 reference points
on the Pareto front of each MOP. According to Table V,
SPEA2 has the best diversity performance on IMOP1, IMOP2,
IMOP5, and IMOP7, BCE-IBEA has the best diversity per-
formance on IMOP3, IMOP4, and IMOP6, and IBEA has
the best diversity performance on IMOP8. Therefore, it can
be concluded that SPEA2, IBEA, and BCE-IBEA have better
overall diversity performance than the other compared MOEAs
on the proposed test suite.
To summarize, we can conclude from the above experi-
mental results that the compared MOEAs show significantly
different diversity performances on the proposed test suite;
however, none of them is able to obtain a solution set with
satisfactory diversity on all the eight MOPs. Therefore, it is
confirmed that the proposed test suite can distinguish between
the diversity performance of MOEAs, and pose challenges for
them to obtain a solution set with good diversity.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a performance metric and a multi-
objective test suite for diversity assessment in evolutionary
multi-objective optimization. The proposed metric assesses
both the evenness and spread of a given solution set by
projecting it to a lower-dimensional hypercube and calculating
the “volume” of it. The proposed metric has been empirically
demonstrated to be superior over existing metrics in diversity
assessment. The proposed test suite contains eight MOPs with
irregular Pareto fronts, which is verified to be capable of
distinguishing between the diversity performance of MOEAs,
and posing tough challenges for MOEAs to obtain a set of
solutions with satisfactory diversity.
While the proposed metric CPF focuses on assessing the
diversity of a given solution set, it is interesting to enhance the
proposed metric CPF to assess both convergence and diversity.
On one hand, CPF can be combined with some metrics assess-
ing only convergence like GD [16], where the metric value
can be defined as a weighted sum of the original CPF value
and the GD value of each solution. On the other hand, it is
desirable to extend CPF to the assessment of both convergence
and diversity by monopolized hypercube. In addition, since the
difficulty of diversity preservation increases rapidly with the
number of objectives, test problems involving more objectives
can be designed to pose challenges for MOEAs to obtain
diverse solutions in a high-dimensional space.
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